Abstract. We describe how Vorticity Confinement (VC) can be regarded as a new pde formulation of the slightly viscous incompressible flow equations. These equations, when discretized and solved, generate nonlinear solitary waves that can be used to efficiently approximate a large class of external flow problems, including the effects of separating turbulent boundary layers. These problems can involve subsonic flow over complex structures such as ships, buildings, and realistic topography such as hills. These problems typically involve the simulation of a large ensemble of flow conditions for each configuration to be designed or analyzed. One of the most difficult aspects of these simulations is that often the main effects of the dynamics of thin evolving vortical structures must be solved for.
1. Introduction. This paper describes the use of Vorticity Confinement (VC) for efficiently treating flow over bodies with attached and separating boundary layers, in high Re incompressible flows. These problems include complex blunt bodies with thin shed vortex sheets and filaments, and thin attached boundary layers on solid surfaces, where "thin" simply means having cross section dimensions much less than the overall body. (This is done, of course, when inviscid solutions are used as approximations for the full flow, by neglecting displacement thickness effects for attached boundary layers). Our method allows this approximation to be extended to classes of separating boundary layers. Because these flows involve turbulence in the vortical regions, there is currently no ab initio method to treat them on current or foreseeable computers. In fact, even with the employment of coarse-grained approximate model pde's for turbulent flows such as "RANS" or "LES", because of these thin regions there still is no conventional method efficient enough to adequately treat many of these problems, for routine design/analysis of general configurations. As a result, in spite of years of turbulence modeling efforts in CFD simulations, serious flaws in aerodynamic design of large scale systems involving vortex shedding may still be left undetected until the expensive operating prototype or production stage.
For these reasons, the VC method should help find vorticity induced aerodynamic problems by rapidly simulating large numbers of operating conditions, as is often done in much more expensive testing programs for flying prototypes, and in realistic simulations. In this way it is different from conventional viscous CFD methods where much of the computational effort is often devoted to calibrating and attempting to resolve model pde's in thin turbulent regions with complex, fine, body-fitted grids. Such conventional methods can be useful for simulating a small number of pre-defined flight conditions (or vehicle designs), where each simulation may require high computational cost, but may miss isolated, critical vortex-induced problems.
Our basic premise is that, for a class of real-world problems requiring simulating ensembles of flow conditions, we are not necessarily guaranteed higher accuracy overall solutions by using large amounts of computing time and memory in employing conventional turbulence models (both for boundary layers and wake), when by doing so we can only solve for a small number of cases due to cost constraints. To achieve dramatically lower computational cost, VC uses moderately coarse grids to solve for the inviscid part from known first principles, but also uses simple models to solve for the small scale turbulent parts, on the same grid.
We only consider single phase incompressible flow, hence there are no shocks or fluid/fluid interfaces and the vortical regions mentioned are the main regions with large velocity gradients. As such, they represent the main sources of difficulty in computational simulations. However, computing them can be very important since they can have a large impact, for example, if they are shed from a boundary layer and subsequently interact with other surfaces. In fact, as stated above, they have been implicated in a number of important aerodynamic design flaws, which could not be simulated during the initial design phase and were not found until the prototype or production stage.
To quote Wright [40] , "It is actually a common situation in continuum physics that important physical processes occur at an inconveniently fine scale. Besides failure processes, other examples are turbulence and boundary layers in fluids. . . " VC has features in common with other Eulerian methods developed for problems with thin features. These other methods were also developed in the last several decades: they are known as "diffuse interface", "solitary wave", "phase field", primarily for condensed matter physics and "shock capturing" in compressible fluid dynamics problems. VC, however, takes advantage of special features of vorticity, discussed below, that the other methods do not and can be thought of as an extension of the above techniques. These features allow VC to automatically capture discretized multidimensional vortical structures (attached, separating, or convecting) with cross-sections as thin as a few grid cells.
1.1. VC as an implicit vortical model. To achieve efficient computations and retain accuracy to realistically simulate main vortex effects, we ignore details of the internal structure of thin vortices and employ very simple implicit models, which are easily discretized on relatively coarse grids (with no numerical diffusion), instead of trying to approximate them with a detailed pde turbulence model, which would require much finer grids to compute. This basic approach has been successfully used in the past, but with more complex Lagrangian "vortex lattice" (or "panel") schemes, as described below.
Like VC, these past Lagrangian methods have also ignored internal details of thin vortical structures. This has been feasible because, as is well known, the local external velocity induced by a thin uniform vortex sheet or a typical vortex filament depends only (to a good approximation) on the total vorticity in a cross section and is independent of the internal details of the vorticity distribution [20] . This fact is important because otherwise the solutions would be sensitive to whatever model is adopted for the internal structure. This feature has been used in employing the BiotSavart law to model shed vortex sheets as sets of filaments [38] [24] since 1931, and for many decades by "panel methods [13] " or "integral methods" for both shed vortex sheets/filaments and solid surfaces with attached boundary layers.
These approaches, (as well as VC), are not necessarily less accurate than attempts at solving dynamical pde's for the internal details of the vortical distributions at high Re (such as common approaches to the Euler and Navier Stokes equations with eddy viscosity models), since the vortical flow then is usually turbulent and, of course, as stated, only approximate model pde's can then be formulated.
The main problem with these Lagrangian schemes is that (unlike VC), they treat vortical regions with sets of computed Lagrangian markers, which leads to computational complexity and cannot usually be generalized. These difficulties are also present in "shock fitting" schemes, leading to their (almost total) abandonment in favor of Eulerian "shock capturing" methods.
Most conventional Eulerian methods now in common use do not need Lagrangian markers, of course. However, the computed vortical distribution in a thin vortical region will then be dominated by discretization error on the Eulerian grid, which leads to an unrealistically very viscous solution unless a computationally expensive fine grid is used, and may not even qualitatively resemble the solution of the original model pde to be solved. In fact, the actual measure of many Eulerian solution efforts involving thin shed vortices with pde models seems to be to merely the ability to keep the thickness of convecting vortices from becoming large due to numerical error [23] .
A further point is that even "high order" Eulerian schemes may not limit this error (for conventional discrete methods). This is because the "order" is only a meaningful estimate when the number of grid cells across the feature is large. Unfortunately, many complex problems have numbers of convecting vortices or boundary layers, and cannot have a large number of cells across each of the many cross sections, for feasible computational grids.
An important feature of VC is that it results in a controlled, simple computational model for the vorticity distribution, as opposed to conventional Eulerian CFD schemes, which allow the error to grow to an uncontrolled mixture of discretization errors. This is true even though VC also solves a pde, which is also discretized on an Eulerian grid. As such, VC is an "Implicit nonlinear modeling" technique, which has a well-defined solution, "sampled" on the grid, while solutions with conventional CFD schemes for thin regions will be a result of an under-resolved discretization scheme, unless a very fine grid is used. For this reason, for VC, the resulting vorticity distribution can then be classified as a well-defined "Nonlinear Solitary Wave"(NSW).
To quote Bishop, et. al. [2] , "The central point is that solitary wave solutions then provide a starting basis for a configurational phenomenology which is vastly more realistic than anything attainable by conventional perturbation (we would add linear CFD) theory."
Reviews of research on Vorticity Confinement appear in books [33] VC was originally developed (in 1990) for simulating free vortex wakes, independently of work on solitary waves. Several years later (1997), VC was implemented for simulating flow over sold bodies, with thin vortical boundary layers. This development repeated the earlier cycle involving: first, Lagrangian filament simulations for convecting vortices (in the middle of the last century); then, simulations of free vortex wakes. Subsequently, sets of filaments were used to simulate flow over solid bodies (as "vortex lattice", or "panel" methods).
1.2. Outline of paper. We emphasize that the NSW's are basic mathematical structures resulting from the pde's. In this way, VC can be considered to be a qualitatively new formulation of the slightly viscous, incompressible flow equations. As explained, it should be simpler to use this approach as both an efficient way to get approximate solutions and as a "starting point" to build refined models for the boundary layer (BL). This approach should be far more effective than using the usual continuum Navier Stokes equations with an eddy vorticity model, discretized on a body-fitted grid with an extensive boundary grid refinement, as a starting point for more refined boundary layer computations. The main concept is that NSW's can have three equilibrium states: attached boundary layers, free convecting vortex sheets and vortex tubes. The transitions between these states are determined by basic flow equations.
1. First, the basic idea of using a simple, nonlinear pde structure to model thin attached vortical boundary layers will be discussed. We define these structures as the basic NSWs of the flow. This solution is first described for BL's that are aligned with a grid plane, where imposition of boundary conditions is simple. A vital point is that these NSW's do not impose a flow profile, but attract it, so that the BL can temporarily deviate, and, for example, separate. 2. We show how these NSW's can easily be created, first as a solution to a pde, then as a finite difference solution, discretized on a locally uniform, but not necessarily aligned with the grid. These NSW's can be constructed along solid surfaces to enforce no-slip boundary conditions and as simple efficient models for thin boundary layers which do not require fine "viscous" grids. When used with any inviscid "outer" flow solution, these NSW's can model the full flow in a very simple way for many cases. 3. We then show how these NSW's can separate and be captured as convecting thin structures, while requiring no special logic. This separation occurs automatically at discontinuities in surface angles and in localized regions of large adverse pressure gradient. -(Separation on smooth surfaces may depend on the internal states of the turbulent boundary layer, and require extensions to this model, which is also true of all other BL models). For flows with separation from smooth surfaces, VC (NSW's) can then serve as an efficient "starting basis", as suggested by Wright in the above quote, since the simple VC method described here, alone, results in qualitatively accurate flows for many cases, with no additional parameters or extra terms, on relatively coarse grids. 4. The ability of these NSW's to convect with the flow as free vortices and to change topology, such as separating, rolling up or reattaching, while still obeying the same nonlinear pde will be discussed. When the pde is discretized, the same basic method can be used in the boundary layer and separated region, independent of the topology, and complex logic can be avoided. After separation, these convecting NSW's confine vorticity along gradients of vorticity magnitude (towards the vortex centers). In this way, they can relax to and "carry" vortical structures and can simulate dynamics of freely convecting vortex sheets and filaments. This simulation includes merging and reattachment, with no extra logic, because, like the BL, the vortex structure, is not rigidly prescribed, but quickly relaxes to an equilibrium state (over a few time steps). NSW's can also serve as models for physical convecting vortical sheets, where approximations to physical features such as Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities are automatically incorporated, without damping effects typically due to discretization error. (Unlike these free vortex NSW simulations, the boundary NSW's defined in sections 2 and 3 confine vorticity towards a predefined solid surface to approximate (possibly separating) boundary layers.) The discussion of convecting vortices is brief, since many papers have already been written on applications of VC to this subject, as can be seen in references [33] published. These range from 3-D flows over disks, cylinders and parachute wakes, to complex flows produced by configurations such as rotorcraft, including brownout. New results will be shown for vortex induced separation from attached boundary layers as well as (tripped) boundary layers on a solid surface that is not aligned to the grid. An important feature of VC is that it can be used with many existing subsonic flow solvers. It has also been used for supersonic flow [23] . Any numerical diffusion from these solvers can be compensated for by VC. For this reason, a rough estimate of this numerical diffusion must, of course, be available to be used by VC. Alternatively, if the entire solver, including convection, were written from the beginning, including VC as a self-contained program, this estimate would not be needed, but much flexibility would be lost.
2. A simple model for nonlinear solitary wave (NSW) generation on boundaries aligned with the grid. As a simple illustration, we first consider a small section of the flow over a surface and assume that the "outer" irrotational flow has no tangential pressure gradient, and that the outer tangential velocity in this region is independent of streamwise position (x ). Variations in the BL velocity, which lead to separation, will be considered later. We also (at first) assume that the normal velocity (v ) is zero. We then have a simple, 1-D model for the tangential velocity in the boundary layer, u(y). The boundary conditions are u(0) = 0 and u(Y ) = U, where Y is the thickness of the BL (outer edge), and U is the (inviscid, irrotational) tangential velocity at the outer edge of the BL. We assume that u is given by an "outer" inviscid solution of the Euler equations. No grid interface is required since the velocity will automatically approach this velocity.
We first make this problem look like a very simple convection -diffusion problem. This solution will have all the salient features of the general flow (even with nonaligned boundaries) described in the next section, but is much easier to understand. Our treatment will involve boundary layer vorticity (rather than fluid) convecting towards a solid surface, balanced (after relaxation) by diffusion transporting vorticity away from the surface. The vorticity then forms a stable, finite thickness boundary layer. The convection is by a constant artificial velocity (w ), toward the surface. At the same time, vorticity is diffusing away from the surface with constant diffusion constant (D). (This normal diffusion can also model numerical error.) The dynamics describes the (one dimensional) boundary layer model, as a function of the normal distance to the surface (y). The governing pde is
The diffusion in this simple model is only in u(y). As stated, the "confinement" term (−w∂ y u) serves to convect vorticity toward the surface. Then, after a small number of time steps, the steady state asymptotic solution for u(y) is approached:
where k = w D and w is negative. This results in a vortical layer confined to the surface. When discretized, VC can result in effectively a 2-3 cell thick, stable boundary layer. At steady state, ∂ t u → 0, the corresponding second order discretized equation is
The discretized form now is
Substituting the solution,u j = U 1 − e jαh , in the above equation, we get,
The important point is that the constant in the exponential (α) can be increased until the main region of confinement is as small as one or two cells and the solution will remain stable. Thus, there will be no need to have a fine boundary layer grid to reduce numerical dissipation (due to numerical advection of the tangential velocity), just to simulate a thin BL profile, if only integral properties are to be modeled. An important point is that this BL is not specified, but relaxed to a given profile. Then, an integral BL model can be implemented so that the layer can respond to the dynamics and remain thin, become thick, even change topology and separate. (Detailed modeling can be accommodated by allowing k to vary.) This will serve as a prototype for a turbulent BL model when applied to separation on smooth surfaces. An important feature is that the inward vorticity convection is effected by simple velocity acceleration tangential to the surface, which does not violate the boundary condition for zero normal velocity at the surface, or zero velocity divergence for incompressible flow.
Harten [8] tried to confine vorticity by altering the characteristics in a compressible computation. Even though vorticity is convected by the flow, changing only the characteristics will convect fluid as well as vorticity, which will alter the mass balance. For incompressible flows, our main concern, the pressure correction would then lead to an added velocity each time step along the vorticity gradient that would cancel the imposed modification of the characteristics. By contrast, our modification involves only a tangential acceleration and has no direct effect on mass balance.
Physical interpretation of BL treatment.
A physical interpretation of VC here involves simulation of an attached, turbulent boundary layer. If a BL is laminar and not yet turbulent and, if there is no pressure gradient, the boundary thickness will grow as the square root of downstream distance due to viscous diffusion. However, after transition to turbulence, the "viscous sub layer" where much of the velocity gradient occurs, has only a very small growth rate in thickness. This can be modeled as some of the outer tangential flow being directly transferred to the top of the sub layer by large scale vortices and accelerating it rather than gradually diffusing through the BL. This then has the same features as VC and results in the same ∼ constant thickness of the sub-layer.
If the BL separates, VC will continue to confine the convecting vorticity along gradients of vorticity magnitude. When a separated vortex sheet rolls up and forms an approximately axisymmetric vortex, this confinement will then be towards the vortex center. In this way, separating vortical structures and dynamics of freely convecting vortex sheets and filaments can both be automatically simulated with the same method. This simulation includes merging and reattachment, with no extra logic, because, like the BL, the vortex structure, is not rigidly prescribed, but transitions and relaxes to another equilibrium state (over a few time steps). NSW's can also serve as models for physical convecting vortical sheets, where approximations to physical features such as Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities are automatically incorporated. (Unlike free vortex NSW simulations, the boundary NSW's confine vorticity towards a predefined solid surface to approximate boundary layers.) Thus NSW's, constructed along solid surfaces to enforce no-slip boundary conditions, can also serve as simple efficient models for thin attached boundary layers, even when not aligned with the grid, as described below. When "immersed" in an inviscid "outer" flow solution, these NSW's model the viscous ("RANS") boundary layer structure in a very simple way. As stated, these boundary layers can also separate and be captured as convecting thin structures, while requiring no special logic. This separation will also occur automatically at discontinuities in surface angles and in localized regions of large adverse pressure gradient.
3. Immersed boundaries. Solid wall boundary conditions can, of course, be very easily implemented if the wall lies on a coordinate surface. However, we can also easily enforce solid wall boundary conditions on immersed surfaces not aligned with the grid using the VC method: First, the surface is represented implicitly by a smooth contour of a function, defined at each grid point in a non-fitted locally Cartesian grid. This function can be just the (signed) distance from each grid point to the nearest point on the surface of an object. Then, at each time step when the discrete equations are being solved, velocities in the interior are simply reduced to zero with distance to the surface, and VC is used to "confine" the resulting vortical boundary layer. In a computation without VC, the layer would grow in the streamwise direction due to numerical diffusion. With VC (discussed in section 4), when diffusion is (automatically) balanced, the result will be a thin constant vortical BL region along the surface (if the outer tangential flow is constant), which is smooth in the tangential direction (because of the effectively tangential diffusion), with no accumulation of error due to numerical effects (as shown in Figure 1 ). (Note that the numbers on the ordinates of all the figures denote the normal distance (height) in terms of grid cell units.)
An important point is that no special logic is required in the "cut" cells, unlike many conventional immersed surface schemes. Further, many conventional immersed surface schemes must be inviscid because of cell size constraints (near the "surface", if the grid is Cartesian, very thin nonaligned grid cells cannot be used). With VC, there is effectively a no-slip boundary condition, which results in a boundary layer with well-defined total vorticity which remains thin (as an NSW), even after separation. This can be accomplished because numerical spreading (diffusion) can be eliminated without requiring long thin cells along the boundary, which would otherwise tend to spread a separating thin vortex sheet in the tangential direction.
4. Vorticity confinement (VC) for general flows. The basic principle of VC, as in the one-dimensional scalar example described in section 2 with convection is that the solution is generated as a stable structure that can be propagated indefinitely with no numerical dissipation but with a structure that is not rigidly specified, but can change topology (due to convection): There can be a number of "attracting" solutions that the solution can relax to and still obey conservation laws. These include, besides attached translating BL's, separated vortex sheets and rolled up vortex tubes. This feature allows the BL to separate in an adverse pressure gradient in a realistic way. Although the VC equations can be written as a discretization of a pde, the resulting solution at the small scales (within the structure) is not, of course, meant to be an accurate or even approximate solution of the original pde. This is because VC, as stated, is meant to capture, or model the small scale features over only a couple of grid cells, so that the discretization "error" is O(1) there. As explained, the basic goal is to simulate the qualitative effects of the BL on the outer flow in a very simple way.
4.1. Convecting structure simulation. 4.1.1. PDE representation. As a demonstration of the mathematical basis of the VC concept for convecting vortices, we first consider a passive scalar, φ, advecting in 1-D at a constant speed c:
Our basic point is that there will be errors when we discretize equation (7) using conventional schemes based on Taylor expansions. These errors will grow over time with linear discretization. If we confine a short "pulse-like" solution to 2 -3 grid cells, which is our goal, the derivatives of φ, and hence the numerical "errors" will then become large. Corresponding to the small number of grid points within the pulse, there will be only a small number of quantities that we can conserve. This will meet our goal, if we can eliminate accumulating numerical error, and keep the pulse from spreading or diverging, since our goal is only to propagate a few conserved variables. For a scalar, the important quantities will be the total integral of the scalar and the position of the centroid. For a vortex filament (in 2-D or 3-D), the important quantities will include the total circulation around each cross section as well as centroid location. The simplest method would be to use an "internal" convection on either side of the pulse peak. This would involve a balance between constant inward "confinement" transport and diffusion:
This would conserve φ, but not exactly conserve the convecting speed of the centroid. This could be useful as an approximation. But first, we describe a method that exactly conserves the speed of the centroid.
By simply adding a term, ∂ 2 x F ({φ}) to equation (7) that vanishes at the boundaries, along with sufficient derivatives, we can easily achieve our goal. This extra term will not affect the conservation of quantities of interest, which include the total amplitude (9) A = φdx, and the speed of the centroid
where the centroid is, x = xφdx A . We then have
To preserve the essential physics of equation (7) for a short convecting pulse, we want F in equation (11) to satisfy an important condition: It should be homogenous of degree one, like equation (7), so that it does not depend on the magnitude of φ. This is an important distinction of the VC equation. Many similar "phase field" nonlinear equations use non-homogenous terms for the nonlinear term. In fact, Cahn and Hilliard [3] used such a nonlinear term under a second derivative as in our equation, but one that was not homogeneous, which represented a model for the free energy for multi-phase phenomena.
In the convecting frame of the pulse, the pde becomes the heat equation
One example of F that proves to be stable (under discretization) is
where ψ = φ −1 . Using the chain rule, we have,
The relation to a discrete eigenvalue equation (13) is important for the stability of the methods, as in other solitary wave formulations. The implementation of equation (14) in terms of primitive variables for confinement of convecting vorticity will be termed "VC2". We define these two formulations, (8) and (14) as prototype NSW's for application to convecting vorticity. We define the three terms in equation (14),
where F 0 and F 1 are linear, and F 2 is nonlinear. It should be noted that the role of the second order term (F 0 ) in equation (14) is different from most popular nonlinear pde's, such as KdV, that harbor solitary waves: In these, the linear (dispersion) term is the "expansion" term, and the "contraction", or "steepener" term is the nonlinear Burgers-like convection: (∂ x φ 2 /2). Here, the linear second order diffusion (F 0 ) term acts to contract the pulse and the nonlinear term (F 2 ) prevents φ from changing sign and transfers amplitude from large wavelengths to small, where the higher order term (F 1 ) damps it (this wave number transfer and damping is similar to viscous Burgers convection). When equation (12) converges, the pulse relaxes to the form (15) φ → φ 0 sec hγ(x − x 0 ) where γ = √ λ and φ 0 and x 0 are arbitrary constants. An important point is that wavelengths longer than the thin features that are to be confined must have a negative diffusive behavior, so that the features remain confined and are stable to perturbations against spreading. This means that F 2 must be nonlinear: It is easy to show by Von Neumann analysis that a linear combination of terms, for example of second and fourth order, cannot lead to a stable Confinement for any finite range of coefficients: any wavelength that exhibits negative diffusion would eventually diverge. Further, in this formulation, it is important that equation (14) results from an eigenvalue equation (15) , which happens if the factor in front of the nonlinear term in (14) is equal to 2.
The appearance of φ in the denominator of equation (14) makes F 2 diverge as φ → 0. This is what prevents φ from changing sign (if it is initially single-signed). Since A in equation (9) is conserved, the integral of φ over any finite region cannot then diverge. In the discretized version defined below, none of the grid values also can then diverge. This ensures realizability if φ is a physical quantity such as density. Smolarkiewicz [25] also has rearranged the discretized convection equation so that there is such a term in the denominator for this reason. An interesting paper related to similar "negative diffusion" is Ref [39] . This shows the complexity of the algebra for solitary wave equation with general nonlinearities even when just defining the convection speed: Often, the speed must be solved for as part of a nonlinear ordinary differential equation. If a conservative form such as equation (11) is used, however, the mathematics is simple, since the speed is specified.
Discretized representation -Scalar advection.
A very robust discretization results from equation (8) . As explained above, this equation, however, does not conserve the centroid position. Hence, the convection speed of the centroid of a pulse-like feature will not be exactly correct. However, for a vortex convecting in a flow, the convecting errors will almost completely cancel if the convecting flow is not too slow compared to the induced flow velocity, and the form will be useful since the centroid speed is almost correct [10] . Otherwise, the formulation of equation (14) , which conserves speed of the centroid, and hence results in exactly the correct speed, can be used. The centroid preserving formulation of the discretized pde given in equation (14) can be written
, ∆t is the time step, and h is the grid cell size. (A 1-D compact solution, which may span a number of grid cells, is defined in Ref [19] .) Separately, we have derived a minimal possible compact solution in Ref [30] . This "subcompacton" consists of only two non zero grid points and, once formed, continues to be so for all times.(For reference, the simple defining equation for this "subcompacton" is (in 1-D)
This could of course, be put in the form of equation (16) . However, the solution is not continuous when h → 0, and we feel that such a scheme would also not lead to smooth solutions in general higher dimensional problems.) Many conventional CFD schemes could be put in the form of equation (16), where F adds a (typically linear) stabilizing dissipation. However, the role of F is very different here. The Confinement term, F, in our method, is defined as F n j = µφ n j − εΦ n j , where Φ is a nonlinear function of φ (given below) and µ is a diffusion coefficient that can model numerical discretization effects in a conventional convection step (we assume physical diffusion is much smaller). For the last term, ε is a numerical coefficient that, together with µ, controls the size and relaxation time scales of the confined features. For this reason, we refer to the two terms as "Confinement terms". Upon Taylor expansion, we recover the pde given by equation (14) in the fine grid limit, where the pulse size covers many grid cells.
For simplicity, the semi-discrete limit will be taken for the advection (where time is continuous). However, in the limit of small convection time step, or if a number of these "Confinement" steps are taken for each convection step, then the above form will result. The same is true for the wave equation [35] .
(An important difference between the VC solitary wave based method and conventional discretization schemes is that VC does not exhibit "ENO" or "WENO" or "TVD" that they aspire to: In the semidiscrete case, the "peak" or maximum value of the amplitude will change periodically by a small amount as the centroid moves across each grid cell, while the sum remains constant. This is required because the sum of the nodal values (φ j ) is conserved over a discrete set. (Similar small periodic variations are found in other solitary wave ansätze to discretized nonlinear wave equations. These are sometimes termed "wobble".) )
We start with advection of a single-signed scalar, φ:
There are many possibilities for Φ. A simple class is
where we use a modified scalar:φ n = φ n +δ [sign(φ n )] The above sum is over a set of N neighboring grid nodes near and including the node where Φ is computed. The small positive constant (δ ∼ 10 −8 ) is added with the sign of φ n to prevent problems due to finite computer precision. Exactly the above term can be used in multidimensional formulations with the sum in equation (20) taken over nearest neighbors. If ρ = 1, Φ is the harmonic mean of φ on the local stencil. Other forms could also be used: For example, ρ = ∞ corresponds to the minimum of the absolute value: For 2-D and 3-D applications, however, such discontinuous solutions, like the "subcompacton" mentioned above, will usually not result in as smooth distributions as continuous ones, and we use only ρ = 1 or ρ = 2.
An important feature of equation (19) is that it is first order "Euler" in time and explicit and centered in space. Without the two terms in the last bracket it would be unconditionally unstable. Without the last term (Φ), it can be stable, but diffusive.
With ε > µ > 0, it maintains a short convecting solitary wave form permanently or "permanent wave" (for a range of values of ε). This is shown in Figure 2 for a pulse propagation with and without WC. Note that the pulse remains stable with WC and is diffusive, even when a higher order method is used without confinement.
The reason for the stability of this formulation is that the harmonic mean (ρ = 1) (or some other similar mean) weights the argument with smallest magnitude more highly than others. For a pulse with a single maximum and monotonically decreasing sides, this means that the difference of the two terms in the bracket is always "upwind" toward the maximum. Since the basic scheme is otherwise bidirectional, the result is a stable "convection" towards the maximum from both sides of the pulse.
The two (positive) parameters, ε and µ, are determined by the two small scales of the computation, h and ∆t, since we want the small features to relax to their solitary wave shape in a small number of time steps and to have an effective support of a small number of grid cells. Thus, even though h may be small, the Laplacian will be large and the local effect also large. At convergence, µφ − εΦ ≈ 0. The solution to the above equation that vanishes in the far field is then (modulo a small periodic variation as the centroid moves across each cell), φ → φ 0 sec h [γ(j − j 0 − νn)], where φ 0 and j 0 are arbitrary constants (since equation (16) is translationally invariant and homogenous of degree 1). With propagation in a smooth external field, this relation is still approximately satisfied, as verified by computations and heuristic arguments [27] . (Also, the pde solution of equation (14) has the same form!) 4.2. Vorticity confinement: Extension to multidimensional Euler equations. VC was initially developed for application to thin convecting vortices, including helicopter rotor tip vortex flows [4] [34] [29] , as well as vortex/blade [31] [18] [22] and vortex/fuselage interactions [36] . The original form of the method ("VC1") closely conserves momentum and is accurate for most practical flows. It is also used very effectively for modeling small vortical scales in turbulent wakes [15] . However, for convection of thin strong vortex filaments over long distances in a weak external flow fields, it requires a small correction for accurate convection of the centroid trajectory [32] [7] [37] . These issues are the same as discussed for 1-D convection in section 2.
To extend VC to all (incompressible) flows, a second form of the method ("VC2") has been developed, which explicitly conserves momentum. It can be seen in Figure 3 (in  2-D) , that the VC2 form, which is the subject of the present study, results in exact centroid convection (to plottable accuracy).
For general unsteady incompressible flows, the governing equations with Vorticity Confinement are discretizations of the continuity and momentum equations, with added terms:
where q is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, ρ is the density, and µ is a diffusion coefficient that includes numerical effects, for example, due to discretization of the first right hand side (convection) term. (We assume that the Reynolds number is large and that physical diffusion is much smaller than the added terms.) For the last term, ε s, for the pulse, ε is a numerical coefficient that, together with µ, controls the size and relaxation time scales of the convecting vortical regions or vortical boundary layers where s = −∇ × ω. For this reason, we again refer to the two terms in the brackets as the "confinement terms". As in the one-dimensional examples, the pair of confinement terms, which represent spreading or positive diffusion, and "contraction", or negative diffusion, together create the confined structures. Stable solutions result when the two terms are balanced. In this way, corrections are made each time step to compensate for any perturbations to the vortical structure caused discretization error in the convection operator, or the pressure correction.
An important point concerning the structure of the "captured" small scale vortex filaments is that the computed flow field external to the vortical regions is not sensitive to the internal structures. Hence in our computations, it is not sensitive to the parameters ε and µ, over a wide range of values. For example, a 2-D, isolated, thin, concentrated physical vortex will evolve to an axisymmetric configuration [16] [17]. Further, even a rapidly rotating non-symmetric isolated configuration will be approximately axisymmetric when averaged over a short time [31] . Then, it is well known that the induced flow external to an axisymmetric two-dimensional vortex core is independent of the vortical distribution, and hence will not depend on ε and µ as long as the core is thin (and the filament curvature is large, so that the flow is approximately two-dimensional in a plane normal to the filament). Hence, even in 3-D, we apply VC only in planes normal to the direction of ω so that the above argument is valid. Therefore, we expect that the issues involved in setting these parameters will be similar to those involved in setting numerical parameters in many conventional incompressible (and compressible) computational fluid dynamics schemes, such as artificial dissipation in many shock-capturing schemes. Further, for turbulent wake flows, preliminary studies suggest that ε, even if it is constant throughout the flow field, can be used to parameterize finite Reynolds number effects, since it controls the intensity of the smallest resolved vortical scales [15] .
4.3. Discretization. For incompressible flow, both Confinement terms are nonzero only in the vortical regions even if µ and ε are not, since both the diffusion term and the "contraction" term depend on vorticity and vanish outside those regions. Thus, even if there is a second order isotropic numerical diffusion associated with the convection operator, and the diffusion operators are only second order, outside the vortical regions the resulting accuracy of these terms can be third or fourth order, since this diffusion is just the negative curl of the vorticity (for incompressible flows). i.e, (23)
This is a very important property of VC, since it is based on a rotationally invariant form. Some other schemes, which attempt to contract velocity gradients, use "dimensional splitting". These contract the velocity gradient even when there is no vorticity and must be artificially "limited". Thus, VC can effectively "convert" a low order numerical solution to a higher order one by "sweeping away" diffusion error (appearing as vorticity) into the vortex core. The incompressible fluid dynamic equations for the VC formulation are spatial discretizations of (24) ∇ · q = 0 and (in discrete time),
(where n denotes the time step), or an equivalent form:
where ω n l = ∇ × q n l and
As in section 2, we could expand equations (26) and (27) in a Taylor series and get a stable pde in a multidimensional version. In equation (26), the same difference operator acts on ω and w. Also, the second confinement term (equation (27)) involves again, the sum over the stencil which consists of the central node (where w is computed) and its neighboring (N − 1) nodes, and δ is again, a small positive constant (10 −8 ) to prevent problems due to finite precision. To see the effect of VC2, we take the curl of equation (26) . We then get a transport equation for vorticity. For example, in two dimensions,
where Φ(ω)is the harmonic mean of ω. This equation, including the confinement terms, is exactly a multi-dimensional, rotationally invariant generalization of the onedimensional scalar advection equation (11) shown to be effective (in a plane normal to ω). Of course, near a vortex core, the discretized solution can still reflect the four-fold symmetry of the grid. This effect, however, vanishes rapidly away from a vortical region, since the solution of the pde is a stable solitary wave. Further, as explained above and in Ref [10] , the rotating flow around a vortex core actually allows a simpler discretization of scalar convection (equation (28)), compared to an axisymmetric convecting passive scalar distribution, due to cancellations as the core rotates. Equations (27) and (28) involve harmonic means. As explained, these are chosen to weight the small values in the stencils more heavily. This term vanishes when any of the values of its argument vanishes, preventing creation of values of opposite sign (for a range of parameters). Using VC2, the total vorticity (circulation) in a region surrounding a vortex is conserved. This means that the vorticity cannot diverge due to this term, since the maximum absolute value cannot be greater than the absolute value of sum when all values have the same sign. (This is also a property of the one-dimensional scalar advection example.)
There are a large number of alternative forms that can give similar results, in addition to the harmonic mean. We believe that the term should have a smooth algebraic form, to give smooth results, which would be more appropriate for multidimensional applications than forms involving logic functions, such as "minmod", which are sometimes used in 1-D "limiter" schemes.
An alternative example to harmonic mean would be a geometric mean. This should result in a Gaussian distribution instead of a hyperbolic secant. This alternative has not yet been investigated.
Dynamics of attached boundary layers.
It was shown in section 2 for constant pressure that VC will prevent spreading of the BL due to numerical diffusion. The same is true for the full Euler equations with general external pressure distribution as long as the BL is attached. The BL will then evolve along the surface, but can be approximated with only several grid cells (in the normal direction). It is only necessary to force the velocity to zero just below the surface. 4.5. Separation. The initiation of separation (at least in thin laminar BL's), has been shown to result from a singularity in the tangential velocity gradient. This leads to a large "spike" in normal pressure, followed by one in normal velocity, which causes ejection of fluid. Though this was first shown in 2-D (stretched) grid computations, it can easily be shown that it is also true in a BL "confined" to only several grid cells (in the normal direction). The effective "contraction" velocity from section 2 then serves as an "escape velocity", for fluid ejection from the BL. After ejection, the fluid stream is again captured by VC (automatically) and forms a convecting vortex sheet. If this sheet subsequently becomes unstable and rolls up, it then is again captured (automatically) and forms a vortex filament. In this way, the BL evolves through all three equilibrium stages of VC.
5. Examples of computed results of VC involving BL's. Many results have already been shown using the initial version of Vorticity Confinement, VC1. Some of these results are included in Ref [33] . In this paper, we discuss the use of VC2 for the problems discussed in section 1, which include approximations for attached flow and BL separation from regions of high curvature and/or large adverse pressure gradient. Flows with separation from smooth surfaces with turbulent boundary layers will, of course, depend on the details of the boundary layer flow. Currently, conventional models with a number of empirical parameters discretized on very fine grids must be employed. We believe that VC2 can serve as an inexpensive, efficient "starting basis" for these flows, since the simple VC method itself results in qualitatively reasonable flows with no additional parameters or extra terms, on relatively coarse grids. If additional dynamical details must be included, these can be included as simple perturbations following other work using solitary waves [2] . 5.1. Vortex induced separation. Wall-vortex interactions are crucial in many engineering problems. They are responsible for regeneration in turbulent BL's. Further, in many flows such as rotorcraft flows, upstream wakes interact with following rotor blades producing unsteady blade loading and noise. Similar phenomena are also observed in turbomachinery. A simplified model in 2D to demonstrate this interaction involves a rectilinear convecting vortex above an infinite wall placed in a stagnant fluid. The adverse pressure gradient induced by the primary vortex creates a secondary recirculation zone attached to the surface of the wall, which will eventually grow and separate. The unsteady interactions between the wall and the outer region will then lead to the abrupt eruption of this zone. The opposite circulation of the secondary eddy induces an upward motion to the primary vortex. These features can be seen in Figure 4(a) . The velocities at two stations, one through the primary vortex and the other through the secondary vortex are shown in Figure 4(b) .
This computation involved only a 128×128 uniform grid, with a vortex of opposite sign to the BL, initially placed 9 grid cells above the wall. A time sequence of the vorticity contours is shown in Figure 5 . Also, it can be observed that the vortices and the BL only span 4-5 grid cells. A lot of experimental work has been done in the past [14] [6] demonstrating this eruption phenomenon. The qualitative results from VC2 match quite well with results of much more expensive computations (see Figure 6 ). An important point is that, unlike vortex particle schemes [9] , the computation does not involve placing special markers on the surface with extra logic to determine their strength.
This computation reproduces the salient features of the separation dynamics, which the VC2 dynamics is "attracted" to, without specifying any solution details before the computation.
Another demonstration is shown, which exhibits the same salient features, involving vortex pair interaction with a cylinder. Initially, the vortices convect under their mutual flow only. The boundary layer induced by the vortex pair separates as they approach the boundary. Secondary eddies are created, which, like the above case, have the opposite circulation compared to the BL. It can be seen that the motion of the primary vortices is strongly affected. The vorticity contours at different times are shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that the same qualitative results are produced in a physical water table experiment done by the first author (with Emory Puskas) (see Figure 8 ).
Turbulent flat plate boundary layer.
Another problem of interest is the flow over a flat plate aligned with a grid plane, as shown in Figure 9 (a). A trip wire with 4 grid cells height is used to perturb the flow. It can be seen that the amplitude of this spanwise perturbation grows downstream and the velocity becomes three dimensional, as expected. Also, the streamwise streaks in the boundary layer in Figure 9 (b), then become turbulent. The RMS velocity in the streamwise direction is shown Figure 10 at 4 streamwise stations. Upstream of the perturbation ( Figure  10(a) ), the flow is laminar and the boundary layer is thin and smooth. The trip wire is introduced 16 grid cells downstream of the inlet, which causes the flow to speed up as shown in Figure 10 (b). It can be seen that the boundary layer thickness increases as the flow becomes turbulent. This demonstrates that a full, time dependent turbulent BL can be simulated using very few grid cells, if VC is used, and that the results are quite realistic.
The above problem is repeated on a flat plate inclined to a grid plane at an angle (22.5 • ). This demonstrates the ability of VC2 to accommodate complex bodies with no fine adaptive or surface conforming grids. The methodology used to immerse the object is described in section 2. First, a flat plate without a tripwire is computed. The isosurfaces of Vorticity magnitude are shown in Figure 11 (a). It can be seen that the boundary layer stays thin. A cross-sectional snapshot in Figure 11(b) shows the stable and thin boundary layer, which is only 3 grid cells wide. Now, a trip wire is introduced 16 grid cells downstream of the inlet. The time sequence of the vorticity magnitude isosurfaces is shown in Figure 12 . It can be seen in Figure 13 that the trip wire introduces streamwise streaks, which become turbulent, as in the aligned case above. Another simple demonstration for flow over a cylinder is shown in Figure 14 . This shows the turbulent wake in the downstream. With conventional methods, finer adaptive grids (typically cylindrical) are required to capture the wake. Using VC, the simulation used a 64x64x32 Cartesian grid with a computing time of 1 hour on a single processor.
6. Conclusion. There are five main points that should be emphasized in describing VC:
1. Conventional numerical schemes diverge when dissipation (eddy-viscosity) becomes negative, but VC can remain stable. 2. The above property of VC results from the use of a nonlinear "contracting" term, which forms a solitary wave. 3. Unlike schemes that use limiters (typically along separate coordinate axes) which involve first derivatives of velocities, VC uses an intrinsically rotation-ally invariant formulation. This involves vorticity, which is the only possible combination of first derivatives of velocity that is rotationally invariant for incompressible flow (in 2-D planes normal to a vortex). This results in a much more efficient way to treat small scale vortices. 4. With conventional schemes on feasible grids, the apparent stochastic behavior of the small vortical scales in physical turbulence must be explicitly put in "by hand". This is probably true if the only deterministic turbulence model terms used are dissipative, like conventional eddy viscosity, which are intrinsically stabilizing. However, VC behaves as an intrinsically negative dissipation at the small scales and can generate natural, chaotic flows. This allows us to take a more natural approach with fewer artifices. 
